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Ten “Fast Track” Pre-Conference Workshops and Three Post Conference
Workshops. Choose from introductory or advanced levels, enabling you to get up to
speed or fine tune your performance.

 Networking. Network with an outstanding group of MDM, Data Governance and
Enterprise Data Management attendees and speakers. This is a tremendous opportunity
to discuss your work issues with your peer group. The 2019 conference attracted
delegates from 26 countries.


MDM & Data Governance Solution Providers. Discuss your MDM and Data
Governance challenges with leading solution providers.
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Management
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 Focus on End-User Case Studies. Choose from over 30 case studies and take an
inside look at the successes and challenges behind real-world Data Governance and
MDM implementations.

•

Standard Life

Europe’s Only Co-Located Conferences on Data Governance & MDM.
One event, in one to four days, gives you the unique opportunity to leverage the powerful
combination of Data Governance and MDM to deliver business outcomes through trusted
information.
Five Tracks With More Than Sixty Sessions. The co-located conferences are neither
analyst led nor vendor led. Learn from over 50 world renowned independent speakers
and major users of Data Governance and MDM.

Jacobs Douwe
Egberts

Coca-Cola
Hellenic BSO

Why Attend this event

•

Sponsors

Keynotes
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Plenary Keynotes
Evolving to a Datacentric
Organisation
Jeroen Ghysel, Head of Retail, IT &
Transformation, AXA Bank
In this keynote Jeroen Ghysel will share a number of
best practice lessons learnt with delegates about how
they are evolving to a datacentric organisation within
AXA BANK Belgium. This challenge is not unique, but
it is not obvious. AXA BANK strongly believes that
data is not purely an IT issue. Getting value out of
your data is something that should be of interest to
the entire organization, which also means that ‘ownership’ should also be with the entire organization.
In addition to getting buy-in and evolving into such a
‘mindset’, there are of course the pure technological
challenges. These are both taking steps towards more
advanced technologies to generate additional insights, but also avoiding pitfalls (e.g. data swamps). In
short, data includes a broad scope, on governance to
make it available in real time. It is a utopia to think that
an organization’s data capabilities can be the best.
These investments require a significant portion of the
total budget that forces you to prioritise. Jeroen will
go deeper into these challenges and will explain how
AXA Bank Belgium have anchored data throughout
the organization, the way they shaped and realized
their data architecture, and how all this contributes
to the global transformation that AXA BANK is going
through today. Key learning points:
•
•
•

How to evolve to a datacentric organisation
Embedding ownership in the business
Demonstrating value through a use case-based
approach

Artificial Intelligence and Master
Data Management: Hand in Hand

Companies all over the world are going through
digital transformation now, which in many cases is all
about maturing the data environment and the use of
data. Master data is key to this effort. All transformative projects require master data and usually many
subject areas. Current efforts to deliver master data
to the enterprise are cumbersome, inefficient and met
with limited acceptance. Can artificial intelligence
help? We’ll look at enterprise use cases of artificial
intelligence and show the master data that is needed.
We’ll see what some MDM vendors are doing with AI
and how the future of MDM will be shaped by looking
at some specific MDM actions influenced by AI.

Shifting to AI Ready Governance:
Practical Principles and Recipes
Dr. Fran Cardells, Special Advisor, Allianz
Data has proven its solid value as a business asset and
its vital role enabling AI. AI brings both unprecedented opportunities and risks. Given the increasing negative effects and negative press, with bots and algorithms operating far from corporate code of conduct,
boards have made this topic a strategic imperative.
Boards approach the topic from an ethical perspective such as Responsible AI and AI Ethics, yet far from
operationalization. The aim of this presentation is:
•

Explaining the agency problem in AI - where
humans in the loop are not controlled

•

Gaining intuition of the consequences

•

Reviewing practical approaches drawing from the
speakers professional experience

The Culture of Governance
Donald Farmer, Principal, TreeHive Strategy
Data Governance is top of mind for many executives
and managers today and there are a wide variety of
tools and frameworks offering to help. But one aspect
is often overlooked - the organizational culture that
enables governance as a practice. Current governance programs too often treat users as unreliable,
or even malicious, by default. Yet the overwhelming
majority of business and IT professionals simply want
to do their job as effectively as possibly. Programs
which get in their way will be worked around or defied. Programs which work with their interests will
be supported. In this keynote, we’ll explore how we
can build an organizational culture which supports
and enhances governance. We’ll look at frameworks
for developing a community of practice and tools for
enabling and measuring engagement, compliance and
collaboration. We’ll draw on world-wide examples
and introduce techniques which are suitable for a
wide range of organizational styles, with an emphasis
on promoting and analyzing best practices.

Keynote Panel: Where Do
We Go From Here? And
Conference Close
Jan Henderyckx, Partner, Bearing Point & Gerard Bartley,
Manager Global Master Data, Jacobs Douwe Egberts
During the conference, the delegates have listened to
over 60 speakers, heard many case studies, received
practical tips to help them in their daily lives and
hopefully made some great new contacts. As we
leave, we would like to summarise and discuss some
of the important themes from the conference, asking
where we go from here and get some views from
delegates, in this highly interactive session. We’ll
also be discussing the delegates’ biggest challenges
they currently face (plus how the conference will help
them with those) and what has struck a chord with
them during the week.

William McKnight, President, McKnight
Consulting Group

Master Data Management Keynotes
MDM Keynote: A Fireside
Chat
Gerard Bartley, Manager Global Master Data, Jacobs
Douwe Egberts & Niels Stenfeldt, CEO, Stibo Systems
Join Gerard Bartley for a fireside chat with Niels
Stenfeldt, CEO of Stibo Systems, a leader in the field
of master data management systems and the oldest
software company in the world. This is a unique opportunity for delegates to hear the views of a senior
industry player on such topics as the current perception of data (and its management) in companies,
the real maturity of data governance in businesses,
the role of software in data management and what

the future holds for the data management industry.
Niels will also give delegates useful tips and hints on
software implementations, illustrated by real-life use
cases - some good and some not so good – together
with learnings.

Where’s Wally? Unearthing
& Aligning MDM Efforts at
Farfetch
Yasemin Kural, Head of Data Architecture & Miguel Jorge
Macedo, Data Governance Manager, Farfetch
Farfetch, as a technology platform that has grown
phenomenally since its inception, relies on its talented
and enthusiastic teams of data scientists and analysts to fulfil its mission to be the global technology

platform for luxury fashion. These teams are expected to respond to changes in the marketplace and our
business model with great speed and agility. This
ethos can breed a “thinking fast” mind-set, where
individuals may be tempted to solve their data issues
with quick fixes instead of using proper change/issue
management channels or exploring organisation-wide
consensus. This in turn leads to a cottage industry of
little analytical models/dimensions and quick fixes,
leading to increased complexity and disconnects
without addressing the root causes of data issues.
In this presentation, Farfetch share their efforts and
progress to date to align their data engineering, analyst and data science communities towards a shared
business model and data for their core data domains.

Data Governance Keynotes					
Data Governance: Holding a
Mirror to Your Company
Guy Harvey, Data Transformation Lead,
Siemens Managed Services
Ever thought why it’s taking so long to get started on
Data Governance at your company and why all your
efforts never seem to stick? Well, there just may be
an answer. In order to get Data Governance established, it requires certain activities and behaviours
but most of all its needs specific structures across the
organisation to support it. In this presentation, I will
go through some structures and behaviours across
your organisation that are probably having a mirrored
effect on your implementation of Data Governance.
Guy has been working with companies for over 25
years to help them gain value and insight from their
data. with his efforts over the past 9 years focussed
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mainly on Data Governance. Whilst he openly admits,
not all his endeavors have been totally successful,
he has learned valuable lessons along the way and is
always willing to pass on knowledge of those hardearned yards to anyone wanting to learn more about
what works and, more importantly, what doesn’t.

Keynote Panel: How Data
Governance Can Help you
Turn your Data Assets
into Tangible Value
Panellists: Jan Henderyckx, Partner, Bearing Point
Stijn Christiaens, Co-founder & CTO, Collibra
Data is nowadays one of the most valuable assets
an organisation can own and many strive to become
more data-driven to succeed in an increasingly
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competitive environment. However, becoming
data-driven is easier said than done. Many companies
around the world are struggling to leverage their data
assets to its fullest potential. A major cause of this is
the absence of a data-driven culture within the organisation as well as the lack of the necessary technology
to support the transformation. The panel will discuss
how data governance plays a critical role in enabling
an organisation to become data-driven and highlight
use cases illustrating how Data Governance can help
to transform data assets into tangible value.

Agenda
Tuesday, 12 May 2020: Pre-Conference Workshops Full Day 09:30 - 17:00
Successful Implementation of a MDM Programme

Bootstrap your Data Governance Programme

Malcolm Chisholm, Data Millennium

Jan Henderyckx, BearingPoint

Morning Workshops - 09:30 - 12:45
Kick-starting your Data Management
Initiative in Four Simple Steps
Dr. Bas van Gils, Strategy Alliance

Getting Started With Data Quality – A
Primer

Effective Data Governance in a
Transformation Environment

Practical Reference and Master Data
Management

Building a Business Aligned Data
Strategy

Establishing Data Governance: Teaching
Dumbo to Fly

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle - What to Do
When Data Governance has Been Binned

Jon Evans, Equillian

Phil Yeoman, Head of Data Governance & Sam
Cremins, Associate - Data Governance, The
Pensions Regulator

Chris Bradley, Data Management Advisors

Afternoon Workshops - 14:00- 17:15
How to Build, Manage & Enhance a Data
Team
Gerard Bartley, Manager Global Master Data,
Jacobs Douwe Egberts & Ieva Langenfelde,
Data Governance Manager, Heineken

Chris Bradley, Data Management Advisors

Johan Lindholm, Data Governance Lead,
Göteborg Energi AB

Charles Joseph, Datazed

Wednesday, 13 May 2020: Conference Day 1 & Exhibits
09:00 - 09:10

Data Governance Conference and MDM Summit Opening, Jan Henderyckx, BearingPoint & Gerard Bartley, Manager Global Master Data, Jacobs Douwe Egberts

09:10 - 10:00

Plenary Keynote: Evolving to a Datacentric Organisation Jeroen Ghysel, Head of Retail, IT & Transformation, AXA Bank

10:10 - 10:50

DG Keynote: Data Governance - Holding a Mirror to Your Company

11:20 - 12:05

A Case Study in
Implementing a Data
Governance Hub

Data Management: from the
Trenches

Exploiting Existing
Projects to Deliver Data
Governance Initiatives

Effective Data Governance
Programme Planning

MDM Keynote: A Fireside Chat

Gerard Bartley, Manager Global Master Data, Jacobs Douwe Egberts & Niels Stenfeldt,
CEO, Stibo Systems

Guy Harvey, Data Transformation Lead, Siemens Managed Services

Data Governance

Mary Drabble, Principal
Data Governance Analyst,
Standard Life Aberdeen
12:15 - 13:00

Karen Reeds, Data Governance Specialist, tada.data

Master Data Management

Dr. Bas van Gils, Strategy
Alliance

The Golden Triangle of CRM,
MDM and DMP
Yaniv Naor, Senior Global MDM)
Strategist and Business Lead,
Hugo Boss

How Good is Your Data?

Karen Wood, Senior Manager,
Master Data , Walgreens Boots
Alliance

Gerard Bartley, Manager Global
Master Data, Jacobs Douwe
Egberts

Data Strategy

Business Value in Data
Quality - View from an Oil
Business Customer Journey

How the City of Vienna Became
Data Excellent

DG and MDM - Managing
Sibling Rivalry

External Data Management – Integral Part of the Data Governance

Zakarias Gunyits, Head of BI & Big
Data and Marianna Bihari, Data Governance Senior Expert, MOL Nyrt

Charles Joseph, Datazed

Ulrike Huemer, CIO, City of Vienna &
Michaela Mader, Managing Partner,
dataspot.gmbh

Minna Stjernvall, Concept Owner of the
External Data Services, OP Financial
Group & Jussi Jutila, Siili Solutions Oyj

13:00 - 14:30

Networking Lunch, Exhibits & Lunchtime Sessions

14:30 - 15:15

Plenary Keynote: Artificial Intelligence and Master Data Management: Hand in Hand, William McKnight, McKnight Consulting Group

15:25 - 16:10

Data Governance is
About Change; How
Göteborg Energi
Established DG

Data Quality by Design and
by Default - Model GDPR
Concepts for Data Protection

Leading a Tool-Centric
Data Governance Effort
Without a CDO

First 365 days of Data
Governance
Henrik Overballe, Head of
Data Management, The LEGO
Group

Johan Lindholm, Data
Governance Lead, Göteborg
Energi
16:40 - 17:05

Benjamin Bunting, Global
Data Steward, Aegon Asset
Management Europe
17:05 - 18:05

MDM Keynote Panel: Customer MDM: Where We Are Today
and What The Future Holds
Malcolm Chisholm, Data Millennium

Michael McMorrow, MMM Data
Perspectives

First the Foundations for
Your Data Initiative

Liz Henderson, Independent
Consultant

Governance, Migration
& Change! The Three
Musketeers for Improving
Your Data Estate

Sam Cremins, Data Governance
Advisor, The Pensions Regulator

England Cricket Pushing the
“Boundary” with Their Data

Damian Smith, Head of IT, England and
Wales Cricket Board

How Data Governance Supports
Data Science at Dŵr Cymru Welsh
Water

Justin Doran, Data and Analytics
Manager (Data Governance), Dŵr Cymru
Welsh Water

Networking Drinks Reception and Exhibits

Thursday, 14 May 2020: Conference Day 2 & Exhibits
09:00 - 10:00

Plenary Keynote: The Culture of Governance, Donald Farmer, TreeHive Strategy

10:30 - 11:15

How to Answer the
Difficult Questions about
Data Governance

Data Governance

Master Data Management

Does your Data STICK?

Jan Henderyckx, BearingPoint

Ieva Langenfelde, Data
Governance Manager,
Heineken

11:25 - 12:10

Data Governance – from
PowerPoint to Practice

Successful Reference
Data Governance and
Management
Malcolm Chisholm, Data
Millennium

Data Governance as a
‘Customer’ Service

Anne Hauberg Aakjer, Head of Claire Laws, DG Adviser, EDF
Energy
Data Governance, BEC

Launching and Embedding
DG and MDM in Waitrose

Siobhan Bowie, Head of Data
Governance, Waitrose & Partners
& Ralf Teschner, Global Lead for
Data Governance, Capgemini

12:10 - 13:30

Networking Lunch, Exhibits & Lunchtime Sessions

13:30 - 14:15

Data Governance Keynote Panel: How Data Governance Can Help you Turn
your Data Assets into Tangible Value
Moderator: Gerard Bartley, Manager Global Master Data, Jacobs Douwe Egberts
Panellists: Jan Henderyckx, BearingPoint & Stijn Christiaens, Collibra

14:25 - 15:10

10 Years On: Success,
Difficulty, Evolution: The
History of DG in a
Government Organisation

Iain Andrews, Data Integrity
and Flood Data Manager &
Nick Keen, Data Governance
National Lead, Environment
Agency

The Data Wrestling Match
Ellie Fitzpatrick, Data
Framework & Policies Lead
& Jocelyn Sheriff, Data
Intelligence Lead, PwC

Data Strategy

Master Data Processes:
the Backbone of
Successful MDM System
Implementations

What Books Don’t Tell you about
Data Management

Product Data Vision as
Foundation of State of the
Art PIM and Multi Domain
Data Models

Data Transformation Brick by Brick

Dana Julinschi, Senior Data Governance
Officer, FMO - Dutch Development Bank

Dr. Christiana Klingenberg,
msg systems ag & Thomas
Brandstätter, WAGO
Kontakttechnik GmbH

Donna Wayman, Head of UK Portfolio,
Zurich Insurance

Kersten Wirth, PIM-Consult GmbH

MDM Keynote: Where’s Wally? Unearthing & Aligning MDM Efforts at Farfetch

Yasemin Kural, Head of Data Architecture & Miguel Jorge Macedo, Data Governance
Manager, Farfetch

Smart MDM Automations
via RPA

Simeon Denchev, Master Data
FTD Controller, Coca-Cola
Hellenic BSO

The Business Case for a
Technology Capability to
Transition through Metadata Management Maturity
Levels

Data is the New Oil? Data is Like
Milk...

Kitti Noemi Nemeth, Enterprise Data
Manager Communications and Change
Management, FrieslandCampina

Manrich Kotze, Team Leader:
Data Governance, Capitec Bank

15:40 - 16:25

Plenary Keynote: Shifting to AI Ready Governance: Practical Principles and Recipes, Dr. Fran Cardells, Special Advisor, Allianz

16:30 - 16:50

Plenary Keynote panel - Where Do We Go from Here? and Conference Close Jan Henderyckx, BearingPoint & Gerard Bartley, Manager Global Master Data,
Jacobs Douwe Egberts

Friday 15 May 2020: Post Conference Workshops 09:00 – 16:30
Building a Data Governance Business Case: Show the
Value
Håkan Edvinsson, Informed Decisions Consulting

Advancing into Master Data Management
William McKnight, McKnight Consulting Group
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Governance and Compliance in the Age of Self-Service
Donald Farmer, TreeHive Strategy
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Pre-Conference Workshops | Tuesday 12 May 2020
Full Day Workshops:

•

•

Successful Implementation of
a Master Data Management
Programme
Malcolm Chisholm, President, Data Millennium
This workshop focuses on the key elements
of an MDM programme that are needed for
overall success. It gives practical recommendations while at the same time providing a
conceptual understanding of what is involved
in these recommendations. Both governance
and management are covered, and emphasis is
placed in how MDM fits into a larger business
strategy and architectural setting. The business
needs of master data are described, including
strategies for meeting manual and procedural
needs. The more technical details are fitted
into this framework. The role of tools in MDM
is described, both the tools that are used to
implement MDM, and the tools that indirectly
support MDM through metadata management.
MDM programmes are evolving from improving back office efficiency to being a central part
of business models. These emerging challenges
of MDM are addressed in detail, including how
MDM supports data scientists and the relationship between Big Data and MDM.
Attendees will learn:
•

•

•

•

•

What Master Data is, how it differs from
other classes of data, and what its special
needs and challenges are.
The structure of an MDM programme,
including how the business needs to be
aligned to data governance and data
management within an MDM programme.
How to deal with integration, semantic,
history, quality, and other requirements in an
MDM programme.
MDM architectures, including what tooling
can offer, and how these vary with different
master data entities.
The relationship of master data with
reference data, and emerging areas of MDM.

•
•

•

•
•

•

Morning Workshops:
Kick-starting your Data
Management Initiative in Four
Simple Steps
Dr. Bas van Gils, Managing Partner, Strategy
Alliance
It is increasingly recognized that data is a key
asset that should be managed accordingly. One
of the hardest steps in the data management
journey is to actually get started. There is often a long phase of aligning stakeholders and
getting sufficient shared vision before any real
changes are made. By the time the rubber hits
the road, momentum is gone and the initiative
is seen as yet another management fad with
no real value. It should be possible to do this
faster. In this workshop Bas will present an agile
approach designed specifically to speed up
this process. In the workshop, participants will
work in small groups to solve a case, mimicking
real-work workshops. Key deliverables that are
covered are a qualitive business case, vision
diagram, capability gap analysis, and high-level
portfolio.
Learning points:
•

•

Bootstrap your Data Governance
Programme
Jan Henderyckx, Managing Partner, BearingPoint
You’ve been assigned the task of implementing
data governance in your organisation. What
should you do in the first phase of your mission?
Should I simply create a board of data stewards
and hope for the best? Data Governance has
now been around for quite a while now and
we are starting to see patterns that explain
the difference between success and failure.
Understanding what the value proposition of
data governance can be is a great starting point
for scoping your program. Defining the vision
and mission that is understood by the business
will help you embed your data governance
activities.
The basic set of tasks that are required will
strongly depend on the use case you are
addressing. Supporting analytics is not comparable with setting up master data management
or providing your management with reporting
capabilities. With the proposed agile deployment approach, you can start delivering value
in a matter of months.
Attendees will learn:
•

•
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How you demonstrate data governance
success and sell to your management
What use cases can benefit from data
governance

How to define a good vision and mission for
your programme
Applying agile data governance
How you can put KPI’s in place
What roles are required at the beginning of
your journey
What collaboration options are efficient for
accelerating your progress
Governing Big Data projects and Data Lakes
Using Data Catalogs and automatic
classification
Positioning your data office

•

Overview of an agile process for digital
transformation, applied to building a data
management capability
Experience with building a qualitative
business case, vision diagram, gap analysis,
and portfolio setup
Experience with presenting a data
management roadmap to management

Getting Started with Data Quality –
A Primer
Jon Evans, Information Strategist & Founder,
Equillian
Today, more than ever, the quality of data, underpinned by a robust approach to Data Quality
Management, is critical to the success of every
organisation. Unfortunately, it is a topic that is
still impenetrable to many through the use of
unfamiliar jargon and too much emphasis on
technology.
In this half-day workshop, Equillian’s Jon Evans will seek to redress the balance, by taking
the audience on a journey from first principles
right through to advice on establishing a Data
Quality Programme. Along the way, both beginners and those already familiar with the topic
will benefit from a business-focused approach,
based on industry best practice coupled with
many years of experience helping organisations
tackle their Data Quality challenges.
The session will be structured around 5 key
topics:
•
•

The Truth About Data Quality
The People Side of Data Quality
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•
•
•

Monitoring Data Quality
Improving Data Quality
Using Data Quality to Drive Data
Governance

Effective Data Governance in a
Transformation Environment
Phil Yeoman, Head of Data Governance & Sam
Cremins, Associate - Data Governance, The
Pensions Regulator
We all face the challenges of delivering in our
day job whilst wrestling with the demands of
transformation and change projects that also
comprise the core of our roles. Our workshop
will explore approaches to how you deliver
effective data governance within a fluid agile
transformational change environment.
Phil and Sam will share the lessons learned and
key insights from the work done within a large
scale, multi-workstream, enterprise wide data
and technological change programme.
Participants will come away with a greater
knowledge and understanding of the do’s and
don’ts of keeping programmes governed and
on-track.
Learning points:
•

•

•

Effective Data Governance within an Agile
Transformation Programme
Maintaining the balance between Business
as Usual and Programme goals
The Lessons learned from a large scale,
multi-workstream, enterprise wide data and
technology change programme

Practical Reference and Master Data
Management
Chris Bradley, Information Strategist, Data
Management Advisors
Data is at the heart of ALL business, and the imperative for becoming “Data Centric” is increasing rapidly. The root cause of the chaotic state
of Information Architecture in large institutions
today is the dominant application-centric mindset that gives applications priority over data.
This is widely seen in the number of copies of
“core” data concepts stored across our organisations – Customer Data, Product Data, Employee
Data and so on.
With Data integration consuming 35%-65% of
IT budgets, nevermore has the case been stronger to manage the core shared data concepts for
consistent use across the entire organisation.
This ½ day workshop will help you understand
the need and benefits of Master & Refence Data
Management. It will show the difference between Master and Reference Data and provide
practical approaches to get you underway in
identifying and managing them.
Objectives:
•

•

•

•

•

Learn how Master Data Management & the
Data Centric approach interrelates.
Understand the differences between
Reference & Master Data and the
management approaches to each of them.
Discover the 4 generic Master Data
Management architectures & their suitability
in different cases.
Learn how to identify and manage Master
Data across the enterprise.
Appreciate the different genres of Master
Data Management technology solutions and
the pitfalls to avoid

Pre-Conference Workshops | Tuesday 12 May 2020
•

•

•

•

•

Discover the different approaches for
implementing Master Data Management.
Learn about the other different MDM
architectures, their suitability for different
needs and how best to implement Master
Data Management approaches.
Understand the essential relationship
between Master Data Management , Data
Quality, and Data Governance
Appreciate the under looked but critical
aspect of Reference Data Management
Learn why Data Governance is a critical
factor for the success of a Master Data
Management program.

Management, Cranfield) summed it up when he
said: “the very existence of an organisation can
be threatened by poor data”.
This ½ day workshop will provide practical
approaches to get you started on your Data
Strategy, the typical contents of a Data Strategy,
and how to promote the strategy internally.
Objectives:
•

•

•

Afternoon Workshops:

•

•

How to Build, Manage & Enhance a
Data Team
Gerard Bartley, Manager Global Master Data,
Jacobs Douwe Egberts & Ieva Langenfelde, Data
Governance Manager, Heineken
Data teams frequently operate in fast-moving
environments, working cross-business with
complex supporting processes. As such, they
are often a challenge for effective management.
This exciting workshop will explore the key
aspects of building, managing and enhancing
a data team and their operations, to help you
more effectively manage your data.
We will dive into various key aspects of data
management including setting the mission of
the team, defining the scope of the work, how to
structure a team, effective people recruitment,
what sort of data management methodologies
can be used, effective process design, SLAs,
internal controls, tooling use, quality reporting
together with managing day-to-day activities.
Delegates will take away:
•

•
•

A clear understanding of the key elements of
data management
Real-life examples of pitfalls plus learnings
Practical tips and hints about how to
improve their own teams

Building a Business Aligned Data
Strategy
Chris Bradley, Information Strategist, Data
Management Advisors
Data is at the heart of ALL business, and the
imperative for becoming “Data Centric” is increasing rapidly. The need for organisations to
produce a wide-ranging Data Strategy is greater
than ever, with the demands on becoming data
focused, the increase in data regulations and
the desire to achieve data driven business outcomes.
Nevertheless, creating an enterprise wide data
strategy and the governance to support it can
be a formidable task. Often, it’s difficult to
know where to begin, and how best to prioritise
efforts due to the large number of stakeholders
and many competing initiatives.
Data is at the heart of all organizations, almost
like blood flowing through its arteries and
veins. However, all too often Information is
not professionally managed with the rigour and
discipline that it demands. Nonetheless the
implications of poorly managed information can
be catastrophic, from legal and other regulatory
sanctions ultimately to business collapse.

•

Recognise what “Data Centric” really means
and the implications for an organisation in
adopting the approach;
Understand the key components that
comprise a Data Strategy.
Learn how to create a case for obtaining
business buy-in for a data strategy.
Understand the different types of Data
Strategy and how to set the scope for it
Learn how to create metrics for tracking the
progress of your data strategy.
Discover approaches and tips for promoting
and implementing the data strategy.

Establishing Data Governance: Teaching
Dumbo to Fly

“Best conference I have
attended so far.”
Emeric Nectoux,
Enterprise Architect,
Volvo

“Very good and
inspirational. I especially
enjoyed the use cases”
Helle Lindsted, Master
Data Manager, Maersk
Supply Service

Johan Lindholm, Data Governance Lead, Göteborg
Energi AB
This workshop is about how to establish Data
Governance throughout an organization using
a pragmatic and adaptable approach. It contains
key learnings from rolling out DG in a mature
utility company.
The presentation part will cover how Gothenburg Energy established Data Governance
throughout the organization. The workshop
part will contain dialogues and proposals that
can help delegates to establish DG in their organizations.
Johan will show examples of how business
changes and regulations contributed to establish DG and led to operational improvements.
He will present how managers and co-workers
contributed in different ways, and present a
timeline during 2014 – 2020, including progress
and setbacks.
Johan will collect the delegate’s experiences
regarding establishing DG; which roles that are
committed and sponsoring and who is not, how
their organisations looks like, what kind of challenges they have, and with that in mind discuss
how they can take DG to the next level.

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle - What to
do when Data Governance has Been
Binned
Charles Joseph, Founder, Datazed Ltd
Many organisations have tried to implement
data governance programmes, with varying
degrees of success. Where it has not gone
well, it can be challenging to regain the trust of
decision makers and stakeholders - let alone find
additional budget.

“Great meeting other
people on the MDM &
DQ journey, and that they
are having the same
problems. Most useful
thing is hearing how
people have overcome
these.”
Paul Williams, Data
Manager, United Utilities

“Superb conference. Will
go back filled with great
ideas. Where to start
though?!”
Michael Sheahan, BI
Manager, IKEA Service

This session will show you:
•

•

•

How to analyse the current situation, avoid
the “blame game”, and keep people engaged.
How best to leverage existing materials and
processes.
How to win back the engagement of
stakeholders.

Discounts
Group Booking Discounts:
2-3 Delegates
4-5 Delegates
6+ Delegates

10%
20%
25%

Professor Joe Peppard (European School of
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Post Conference
Workshops:
Building a Data Governance
Business Case: Show the Value
Håkan Edvinsson, CTO, Informed Decisions
Consulting
The benefits of Data Governance (DG) and Data
Quality (DQ) work are usually obvious within
data management communities and among
data processing professionals. But getting attention from middle and top management may
be harder. The drivers for DG and DQ do not
always correspond to organizational goals and
KPI’s, and therefore the topic is not something
managers are willing to prioritize. Furthermore, quality matters and governance breathe
diligent work, costs and overhead which is not
always an attractive career path.
This session contains a set of real-world examples from various presentations and situations
where executive managers, middle managers
and other stakeholders have been convinced
about the benefits from DG and DQ.
The session includes the following:
•

What knowledge to gather
Gathering knowledge about the business
environments
• Gathering knowledge about the business
operations
• Gathering knowledge about the as-is; data
and systems
•
Gathering knowledge about the to-be;
expectations, intentions, and roadmaps.
Analysing the gathered information
• Examples of how to organize the gathered
information
• Finding what is relevant and interesting
• Killer-slides
• Examples of metrics for a DG/DQ
Preparing a presentation
• What to suggest
• Who to address
• Examples of situations to promote DG and
DQ, and, situations to avoid
• Examples of presentation outline
• Presentation hints
Preparing yourself
•

•

•

•

Learn about the major facets of MDM and how
MDM is fundamental support for data and the
many other components of the emerging information ecosystem which includes many ways to
manage information.
This tool-agnostic session is recommended for
shops in continually justifying and advancing
their MDM program. The framework and resultant mindshift will help you appropriately
keep MDM moving to the benefit of the organization.
Learning Objectives:
•

•

•

Donald Farmer, Principal, TreeHive Strategy
In the past, only IT departments could deploy
the expensive storage and computing power
needed for effective analytics. Only IT understood the technical issues and—very importantly—only IT could secure the data and the
resulting analysis to ensure the right people had
access to the right insights.
However, relations between business users and
IT have changed dramatically. Beginning with
mobile devices and extending to apps, infrastructure, and even data, users now have easy
access to better technology and faster upgrades
than IT can provision. Business analysts have
embraced self-service business intelligence
“with or without IT’s permission,” as analysts
have noted. What can IT do now, in the age of
self-service, to manage this rapidly changing
environment? What can business users do to
work more effectively with IT?
In this course we will lay out a new model of governance and compliance specifically tailored to
the needs of organizations enabling self-service
analytics.
You will learn:

•

•

Advancing into Master Data
Management

•

William McKnight, President, McKnight
Consulting Group

•

Master data refers to the significant entities of
the organization where there is considerable
interest in and potential dispute over the build
of an enterprise view.
Many companies today are codifying efforts
to focus on master sets for customer, product
and other subjects. This is being done to gain
efficiencies and direct or indirect bottom-line
company improvement. This session will discuss a new look at how to continually architect
MDM into evolving information management
environments, how to keep the business case
updated and its interaction with blockchain,
artificial intelligence and graph.

•

•

The factors that drive self-service adoption
of new technologies, tools, and data
Why a traditional data warehouse may not
be right for managing self-service demands
Whether a data lake or other big data
architecture is suitable for managing selfservice
How IT can provision data and analytics
services for business users
What the responsibilities of business users
are when working in a self-service mode, and
how those responsibilities can be governed
Why the “data supply chain” is a better
model for self-service management than
traditional life cycle models
How users should choose tools for selfservice business intelligence, and what are
the most important features of the user
experience that will benefit both ease-of-use
and governance

“Really important to
combine MDM & Data
Governance - gives a good
mixture of content and
attendees. More of the
same next year please.”
Colin Wood, Enterprise
Information Architect,
GlaxoSmithKline

“2 days well spent. Great
mixture of presentations.
Impressed by speakers and
breadth of coverage.”
Lee Bailey, Senior
Manager. BAE Systems
Detica

“Great knowledge-sharing
based on experience from
many industries which still
face similar challenges.
Great source of inspiration
and networking”
Karima Makrof,
Enterprise Architect,
MDM, AB Volvo

The value of all data goes up exponentially
when it can be coupled with corporate master
data and MDM is one of the best means to compound the value of any data, including big data.
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Catherine Cave, Data
Quality Manager, Barclays

How does master data management fit into
modern architecture
How to keep a program expanding its value
to the organization
What the important things are to do to
continue MDM success

Governance and Compliance in the Age of
Self-Service

•

“Very informative and
enjoyable conference that
I would recommend to
colleagues”

irmuk.co.uk
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09:00 - 09:10
Data Governance Conference and
MDM Summit Co-Chair Opening

Jan Henderyckx, Partner, Bearing Point & Gerard
Bartley, Manager Global Master Data, Jacobs
Douwe Egberts

09:10 - 10:00
Plenary Keynote: Evolving to a
Datacentric Organisation
Jeroen Ghysel, Head of Retail, IT &
Transformation, AXA Bank
In this keynote Jeroen Ghysel will share a
number of best practice lessons learnt with
delegates about how they are evolving to a
datacentric organisation within AXA BANK
Belgium. This challenge is not unique, but it is
not obvious.
AXA BANK strongly believes that data is not
purely an IT issue. Getting value out of your
data is something that should be of interest
to the entire organization, which also means
that ‘ownership’ should also be with the entire
organization. In addition to getting buy-in
and evolving into such a ‘mindset’, there are
of course the pure technological challenges.
These are both taking steps towards more
advanced technologies to generate additional
insights, but also avoiding pitfalls (e.g. data
swamps). In short, data includes a broad scope,
on governance to make it available in real time.
It is a utopia to think that an organization’s data
capabilities can be the best. These investments
require a significant portion of the total budget
that forces you to prioritise.
Jeroen will go deeper into these challenges
and will explain how AXA Bank Belgium have
anchored data throughout the organization,
the way they shaped and realized their data
architecture, and how all this contributes to the
global transformation that AXA BANK is going
through today.

started on Data Governance at your company
and why all your efforts never seem to stick?
Well, there just may be an answer. In order to
get Data Governance established, it requires
certain activities and behaviours but most of all
its needs specific structures across the organisation to support it. In this presentation, I will go
through some structures and behaviours across
your organisation that are probably having
a mirrored effect on your implementation of
Data Governance.
Guy has been working with companies for over
25 years to help them gain value and insight
from their data. with his efforts over the past
9 years focussed mainly on Data Governance.
Whilst he openly admits, not all his endeavors
have been totally successful, he has learned
valuable lessons along the way and is always
willing to pass on knowledge of those hardearned yards to anyone wanting to learn more
about what works and, more importantly, what
doesn’t.

MDM Keynote: A Fireside Chat
Gerard Bartley, Manager Global Master Data,
Jacobs Douwe Egberts & Niels Stenfeldt, CEO,
Stibo Systems
Join Gerard Bartley for a fireside chat with Niels
Stenfeldt, CEO of Stibo Systems, a leader in the
field of master data management systems and
the oldest software company in the world. This
is a unique opportunity for delegates to hear
the views of a senior industry player on such
topics as the current perception of data (and its
management) in companies, the real maturity
of data governance in businesses, the role of
software in data management and what the
future holds for the data management industry.
Niels will also give delegates useful tips and
hints on software implementations, illustrated
by real-life use cases - some good and some not
so good – together with learnings.

10:50 - 11:20

Key learning points:
•
•
•

Networking Break & Exhibits

How to evolve to a datacentric organisation
Embedding ownership in the business
Demonstrating value through a use casebased approach

10:10 - 10:50
Data Governance: Holding a
Mirror to Your Company
Guy Harvey, Data Transformation Lead, Siemens
Managed Services
Ever thought why it’s taking so long to get

Discounts
Group Booking Discounts:
2-3 Delegates
4-5 Delegates
6+ Delegates

10%
20%
25%

11:20 - 12:05
A Case Study in Implementing a
Data Governance Hub
Mary Drabble, Principal Data Governance Analyst,
Standard Life Aberdeen
Implementing a Data Governance Framework
within a large company is never easy, but
when trying to achieve this during an intense
period of change, resulting from the merger of
Aberdeen Asset Management and Standard
Life Investments, is it possible to succeed?
Add to that the fact the person responsible for
embedding data governance into the culture of
the organisation has just joined the firm and is
new to Investment Management – what could
go wrong?

•

•

A technology set for which there are few
skills in the market
Funding and cost challenges

Data Management: from the
Trenches
Dr. Bas van Gils, Managing Partner, Strategy
Alliance
If processes are the value creation engine of the
organization, then data is the fuel. Data is the
critical resource for almost any organization
and should be managed as such. Organizations
embarking on the data management journey
often complain about yet another management
framework to take into account, expecting
more work, more overhead, more investment,
and less agility. They couldn’t be further from
the truth. In this talk, Bas will show that there
is a vast body of practical guidance (theory,
cases) that can be leveraged for building a data
management capability. He will also show that
people are the key to the balancing act between
strategy and execution, business and IT, and
between a top-down and bottom-up approach
to data management.
Learning points:
•

•

•

Theory is an excellent source for building an
effective data management capability
Building an effective data management
capabilty is a balancing act: top-down
vs bottom-up, business vs IT, srategy vs
execution
Data management is all about the people:
do this well, or accept that you won’t get
anywhere

The Golden triangle of CRM, MDM
and DMP
Yaniv Naor, Senior Global Master Data
Management (MDM) Strategist and Business
Lead, Hugo Boss
Following the digital transformation phase
where organisations aim to be visible both
online and offline, and the amount of data being
created is more than ever before, the arising
question is are we able to use this data more
efficiently? How can we leverage the power of
the various sources of data into triggering pin
point communications that grow revenue for
the organisation?
Learning points:
•

•
•

Customer data - MDM , CRM and the
missing link
The differences between MDM and DMP
How CRM , DMP and MDM work together
to achieve perfection

Business Value in Data Quality View from an Oil Business Customer
Journey

This is a case study, covering 3 years of data
governance implementation at Standard Life
Aberdeen, set against a background of:

Zakarias Gunyits, Head of BI & Big Data &
Marianna Bihari, Data Governance Senior Expert,
MOL Nyrt

Merger and Divestiture and issues with
heritage
Continuous organisation restructures within
IT

It’s always challenging to put positive NPV next
to a data quality project. We will show a potential way how we cope with this within our company. How can we influence and convince our
top management to invest money on Master

•

•

irmuk.co.uk
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Data Management projects.
We will investigate e2e customer journey of
MOL oil business and have a special focus on
data loads and transfers. During the presentation we will show where do we feel data quality
is critical and what is the price we pay. How we
proceed step by step to increase coverage of
MDM and data governance principles with
systems teams and processes.

Karen will talk about her experiences of integrating good practice Data Governance and
wider Information Management capabilities
into both waterfall and agile projects, providing
insight on what worked and what didn’t with
the hope that you’ll get some fresh ideas to take
back to your business to kick start your delivery
through existing investments enabling future
growth.

Management are both key to any organisation
working with large amounts of data.
However, there is often confusion about how
DG and MDM interact, which can lead to separate projects repeating work, contradicting
each other, or leaving gaps in scope.
This session will:
•

Learning points:
•

How the City of Vienna Became Data
Excellent
Ulrike Huemer, CIO, City of Vienna & Michaela
Mader, Managing Partner, dataspot.gmbh
“Vienna is to become the digitisation capital
of Europe” was set as a political objective two
years ago. The initial situation - traditional
processes, little attention to business data and
a difficult DWH/BI project - required a radically
holistic approach. The “Programme for the Establishment of Data Excellence Services in the
City of Vienna - PEDES for short - was launched.
Based on a Data Excellence vision, mission and
strategy, the program planning was operationalized. A data governance organisation was
developed, guidelines were established and a
business requirements management process
was developed. The introduction of standards
for business data modelling, a central reference
data management, as well as for business data
quality management were guidelines for the
development of a data platform and reporting
and analytics services. Accompanied by change
management and awareness measures, a company-wide business metadata management is
operated.
Today, the City of Vienna is regarded as the
public organisation with the highest degree of
maturity in digitisation and data issues in the
German-speaking world. In addition, the City
of Vienna sets European standards in Open
Government Data (OGD).
•

•

•

•

Success criteria for the operationalization of
the strategy
Best Practice for Rolling Out Data
Governance in the Organization
How it was possible to centrally manage
business metadata for already 30 data
domains
KPI’s for measuring the outcome of Data
Excellence and presenting the benefits for
stakeholders

•

Suggestions for integrating Data
Governance into projects
Suggestions for measuring the success of
these integrations

Effective Data Governance
Programme Planning
Gerard Bartley, Manager Global Master Data,
Jacobs Douwe Egberts
Just starting to implement governance and
hoping for the best seldom works. Effort will be
directed in the wrong places, time will be wasted and momentum lost. To be successful, a data
governance programme requires detailed planning and this session will guide the delegates
through the critical elements in a planning such
a programme – where to start, where to finish
and what to do in between.
All businesses are different so no two plans can
be the same. Hence, this modular approach
allows you to understand what is important to
your organisation and tailor your programme to
add the most value.
Delegates will take away:
•
•
•

A data governance planning methodology
Real-life examples of pitfalls plus learnings
Practical tips and hints about how to plan
their own data governance programmes

How Good is Your Data?

•

•

External Data Management
– Integral Part of the Data
Governance
Minna Stjernvall, Concept Owner of the External
Data Services, OP Financial Group & Jussi Jutila,
Lead Enterprise Architect, Siili Solutions Oyj
Based on our experience, the utilization of
external data is booming in Finland. There are
many providers for the data acquired from the
external sources. Even governmental authorities have opened access to their data.
The rapid growth and primitive methods of
governing the data causes extra costs, inefficiency and low integrity for the data. The lines
of businesses are procuring the data directly
from separate sources and inside the company
there are different stakeholders procuring the
same data from different or same sources. All
this is creating data management to be more
and more complex in the companies.
The reliable data is the cornerstone for intelligent services in the digital business. The need
for reliable data is high. It is the key to be able to
make fact based and fast business decisions in
fragmented and disrupted markets.

Karen Wood, Senior Manager, Master Data ,
Walgreens Boots Alliance

The external data governance can be great
competitive business advantage, but it can be
easily lost.

It’s an easy question to ask but can seem like a
difficult – and expensive - question to answer.

It is high time to get this under control!

In WBA, we’ve been looking for new ways to report on the quality of our product information.
By keeping it simple, we’ve created a quick and
low cost way to describe our current reality,
drive immediate improvement and build a case
for strategic change.

Learning points:
•
•

•
•

Key messages:

12:15 - 13:00
Exploiting Existing Projects to
Deliver Data Governance Initiatives

•

•

Karen Reeds, Data Governance Specialist, tada.
data
As businesses embark on extensive transformational journeys (digitisation, optimisation,
continuous improvement etc, etc) the role of
data has never been more important to the
success of these projects. Unfortunately often
these projects take vital funds, resources and
expertise from Data Governance initiatives.
How do you succeed with your Data Governance programme in this environment? If you
exploit these projects to prove the value of
Data Governance activities it is often easier to
get them prioritized in their own right.

8

Provide clarity on which activities are part of
a Data Governance Framework; and which
are part of MDM.
Demonstrate DG and MDM interact in ways
that add value to the business.
Explain how, by developing DG and MDM
together, each of them can deliver more
effectively.

•

Wherever you are, start there - Real life
experiences of creating a data quality
scorecard from scratch
There’s no such thing as bad publicity Publishing performance metrics creates
engagement across the business, whether
you like it or not!
Find the right owner - Securing data
ownership at the most senior level, can
step change the priority placed on getting
data right

•

How to organize virtual Center of Excellence
Identify and commit internal and external
stakeholders
Establish and manage governance
Create critical business cases based on
business drivers
Distribution and quality management of
external data

13:00 - 14:30
Networking Lunch, Exhibits &
Lunchtime Sessions

14:30 - 15:15
Plenary Keynote: Artificial
Intelligence and Master Data
Management: Hand in Hand

DG and MDM - Managing Sibling
Rivalry
Charles Joseph, Founder, Datazed Ltd
Data

Governance

and

Master

irmuk.co.uk

Data

William McKnight, President, McKnight
Consulting Group
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Companies all over the world are going
through digital transformation now, which in
many cases is all about maturing the data environment and the use of data. Master data is
key to this effort. All transformative projects
require master data and usually many subject
areas. Current efforts to deliver master data
to the enterprise are cumbersome, inefficient
and met with limited acceptance. Can artificial
intelligence help?
We’ll look at enterprise use cases of artificial
intelligence and show the master data that is
needed. We’ll see what some MDM vendors
are doing with AI and how the future of MDM
will be shaped by looking at some specific
MDM actions influenced by AI.

•

Maintaining central “Record of Data
Quality Issues” (ideally linking to existing
organisational artefacts within Operational
risk and Incident Management).

MDM Keynote Panel: Customer
MDM: Where We Are Today and
What The Future Holds
Malcolm Chisholm, President, Data Millennium

This is the story of how Göteborg Energi (Gothenburg Energy) established Data Governance
throughout the organisation using a pragmatic
and adaptable approach. This presentation
contains key learnings from rolling out DG in a
mature utility company.

Customer MDM originated with a desire to
remove inefficiencies in customer interactions
due to data quality problems and integrate different sources of this data to build a complete
picture of a customer. While this continues to
be important today, enterprises are facing new
opportunities and challenges around Customer MDM, such as privacy, the ability to build
profiles of customers via advanced analytics,
and the availability of alternative data that can
enrich customer data. This panel will discuss
where we are today in terms of traditional Customer MDM, and how well we are able to deal
with the new challenges and opportunities. The
balance between technology versus people and
processes will also be considered, particularly
the availability of increasing levels of automation in Customer MDM products. This will be
contrasted with increasing customer expectations that enterprises will both use their data
in a trustworthy manner and provide increasing
levels of customized service.

It will cover how Gothenburg Energy established
Data Governance throughout the organisation.
Johan will show examples of how business
changes and regulations became opportunities
for DG, which contributed to establish DG, and
also led to operational improvements.

England Cricket Pushing the
“Boundary” with Their Data

15:25 - 16:10
Data Governance is About Change:
How Göteborg Energi Established
Data Governance
Johan Lindholm, Data Governance Lead,
Göteborg Energi AB

Johan will show how managers and co-workers
contributed in different ways, such as:
•

•

•

The top management who granted their DG
framework
The entity managers who took on
responsibilities and took actions driven by
DG
Data workers who contributed to effective
compliance of regulatory requirements, with
the support of DG

Data Quality by Design and by
Default - Model GDPR Concepts for
Data Protection
Michael McMorrow, Principal, MMM Data
Perspectives

The consistently massive challenge for data governance, data quality and data protection is that
they require adoption at a cultural level across
the business - everyone is responsible for their
bit. GDPR Article 25 describes the principle of
“Data Protection by design and default” and ,
while this is still fresh in the organisational memory, Data Quality should consider modelling that
approach.
This practical session, from the speakers experience, covers:
•

•

Raising organisational awareness of
definitions and scope (dimensions of data
quality, ensure versus assure, breadth of
data types and media etc.)
Introducing a mandatory DQIA (data quality
impact assessment) within the formal
change process

16:10 - 16:40
Networking Break & Exhibits

16:40 - 17:05
Leading a Tool-Centric Data
Governance Effort Without a CDO
Benjamin Bunting, Global Data Steward, Aegon
Asset Management Europe
Although 90% of companies now have a CDO
you may find yourself in one of the holdouts.
Giving up is not in your blood, so you seek
to persuade, influence and lead by example
through driving data governance tool adoption.
This presentation describes my experiences
breaking the ground for our (future) CDO.

First 365 days of Data Governance
Henrik Overballe, Head of Data Management,
The LEGO Group
The LEGO Group embarked on its data
governance journey on the first day of the Data
Governance Conference 2019. In this session, a
year later, Henrik will share their first 365 days
of implementing Data Governance at the LEGO
Group, including lessons learnt and pitfalls to
avoid. This is a real world use case from one of
the world’s leading consumer brands.

Damian Smith, Head of IT, England and Wales
Cricket Board

First the Foundations for Your Data
Initiative

“Becoming evidence-based rather than gutfeel-based” by Damian Smith, England and
Wales Cricket Board, ECB’s, Head of IT.

Liz Henderson, Independant Consultant

Discover how Damian delivered his vision of
ubiquitous, pervasive data and sophisticated
analytics across all cricket by implementing innovative data management in cloud-based data
lake environment. Leading to increased use of
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence;
medical imaging, bio-mechanical analysis and
advanced analytics to present trusted and
actionable information in the hands of players,
selectors, medics, coaches, administrators and
fans to inform and grow participation, develop
clubs and activities, launch new franchise and
spot up and coming talent.
The ECB’s ‘Single View of Cricket’ merges internal and external sources into their customer
master as a foundation to feed big data analytic
tools and inform everything from initiatives to
get more people participating in cricket, to understanding societal trends and dynamics that
influence people’s choice of pastime.
Key takeaways:
•

•

•

How mastering their “people” data unlocked
data-driven innovation from junior cricket to
winning the world cups
Use of cutting-edge tools and technology
to realise the wider value of mastering their
data
What the ECB learnt while on their
transformational journey

irmuk.co.uk

Need to implement Data Governance, but
overwhelmed by what to do first. Should you
focus on the cultural change or setting up the
roles or the centre of excellence? Which operational model will you choose? This session will
provide insight and ideas from my many years
of experience in setting up the foundations in
organisations to secure success and deliver the
benefits of a data initiative.
Learning points:
•
•
•

Ideas for the initial steps to take for success
Framework for your data strategy
Lessons learnt to save you time and expense

Governance, Migration & Change!
The Three Musketeers for
Improving Your Data Estate
Sam Cremins, Data Governance Advisor, The
Pensions Regulator
This topic will cover the cross leveraging of
Data Governance, Data Migration and Change
Programmes as tools improve your data estate.
How can we use a Data Migration to improve
your Data Governance and Data Governance
Improve your migration? What sort of change
programmes are the best candidates and benefit most? Touching on the overlaps between
statutory roles such as Data Owners, Product
Owners, Business Owners, and how working
each of these parts in cohesion leads to best
outcome for your data estate.
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Learning points:
•

•

•

How to leverage change programmes for
better Data Governance
How to stronger data governance improves
migration outcomes
How to allow change, migration and
governance to compliment rather than
conflict

How Data Governance Supports
Data Science at Dwr Cymru Welsh
Water
Justin Doran, Data and Analytics Manager (Data
Governance), Dwr Cymru Welsh Water
A large percentage of a Data Scientists time
can be spent finding, accessing, cleansing, and
organising data, leaving less time to carry out
meaningful analysis of the data. The Data Team
at Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water have implemented
a collaborative approach to support the data
project lifecycle which enables more effective
use of Data Scientists time to focus on their
strengths. Incorporating the engagement of
Data Owners and Data Stewards into the
process also provides a major benefit in understanding the datasets available to them.
The importance of Data Governance at Dŵr
Cymru Welsh Water or any organisation is
clear, Data Science projects based on bad data
can prove ineffective. This presentation will
focus on:
•
•

•
•

The data challenges in the water industry
Data Team collaboration at Dŵr Cymru
Welsh Water
Our Data Governance approach - WISER
Our current focus and what’s ahead

17:05 - 18:05
Networking Drinks Reception and
Exhibits

Thursday 14 May 2020:
Conference
Day 2 & Exhibits
09:00 - 10:00
Plenary Keynote: The Culture of
Governance

defied. Programs which work with their interests will be supported.
In this keynote, we’ll explore how we can build
an organizational culture which supports and
enhances governance. We’ll look at frameworks
for developing a community of practice and
tools for enabling and measuring engagement,
compliance and collaboration.
We’ll draw on world-wide examples and introduce techniques which are suitable for a wide
range of organizational styles, with an emphasis
on promoting and analyzing best practices.

10:00 - 10:30
Networking Break & Exhibits

10:30 - 11:15
How to Answer the Difficult
Questions about Data Governance
Ieva Langenfelde, Data Governance Manager,
Heineken
Data Governance rollout in the organisation is
not as equally welcome as an announcement
about free lunches in the canteen, or company
Summer Party. There will be some challenges
- because there will be a lot of questions that
need to be answered, from all levels in the organisation, from all possible angles.
Many will understand the benefits of Data
Governance and realize that is going to help
the Company, the users, the processes, and the
data, and they will be excited and happy and
supportive about this project and will jump in
to help you to roll it out. However there also
will be some who will need more explanation,
clarification, and discussion first. Not all will
love this project. Not all will believe it’s the right
thing to do. Not all will want to immediately
support you. Not all will understand what it is
about. Some will be very sceptical, and some will
even go against it. You will receive the questions
from people who are directly impacted, as well
as from those who have just heard about your
project and who will want to know more - for all
different reasons, good and bad.
You have to be ready to answer all these questions, especially in the beginning of the project;
you need to make sure that your project does
not fail, that you are able to represent it convincingly, and that you make everyone comfortable with the answers you give. I want to help
you to prepare for this - I’ll share the questions
you might get, and how to prepare the answers
for each of them. You’ll leave this session with
a nice little wiki-how questions & answers template, and a set of ideas how to fill this template
further in with your own answers that match
your organisation.

Donald Farmer, Principal, TreeHive Strategy

•

Data Governance is top of mind for many executives and managers today and there are a
wide variety of tools and frameworks offering
to help. But one aspect is often overlooked - the
organizational culture that enables governance
as a practice.

•

Current governance programs too often
treat users as unreliable, or even malicious,
by default. Yet the overwhelming majority of
business and IT professionals simply want to
do their job as effectively as possibly. Programs
which get in their way will be worked around or
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•
•
•
•

•

•

What is Data Governance?
What’s in it for me?
Why do we need this? Is something broken?
What is the scope of it?
Is this a new tool implementation?
Who’s going to have a role in this? Who will
assign the roles?
Why did you reach out to me and not
someone else? How did you find me?
How many more extra hours will this take for
me? I am too busy already.
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•

•

•
•

•

Does my manager know about it? Did you
talk to him? Does HR know?
What is going to change? How is that going
to be better?
Who is supporting it? Who is the sponsor?
Why haven’t I seen anything on the company
website about it?
etc, etc.

Does your Data STICK?
Jan Henderyckx, Partner, BearingPoint
In this session Jan will share his approach to
manage the structuring of data needs and value
in a way that the business can understand. The
approach matches the business requirements
to the Data Governance services that allow you
to make your organization Data Centric. The
approach perfectly integrates in the related information security and protection framework.
It’s furthermore a perfect basis for managing
your use case backlog and score change initiatives.
Key learning points:
•

•
•

How to translate your key data
requirements and objectives in a simple
model that can be understood by business
Embedding ownership in the business
Structure data governance services based
on business value and risk avoidance.

Successful Reference Data
Governance and Management
Malcolm Chisholm, President, Data Millennium
Reference data – often simply known as codes,
lookups, or domains – is an area of enterprise
data management that is becoming increasingly
important. This session explains the overall
structure needed for both reference data governance and reference data management.
What reference data is, and its differences
and similarities with other classes of data is
explained, particularly so that scope can be successfully set for any reference data initiative.
The elements of Reference Data Management
(RDM) covering both governance and management are examined to give a high-level picture
of what needs to be addressed to be successful.
The very different approaches needed for
external reference data (sourced from outside
the enterprise) and internal reference data
(produced wholly within the enterprise) are
described. Technical aspects of RDM architecture and tooling are covered, along with how
these interact with people and processes. Data
Quality is an essential aspect of reference Data
and how to manage it is described.
At the end of this session, delegates will understand the following:
•

•

•

•

The special status of reference data in data
governance and management
What capabilities are needed to be
successful at Reference Data Management
(RDM)
Approaches to building the foundational
capabilities for RDM
How to deal with technical aspects of RDM
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How to assure Data Quality for reference
data

Master Data Processes: the
Backbone of Successful MDM
System Implementations

Dr. Christiana Klingenberg, Lead Business
Consultant Master Data Management, msg
systems ag & Thomas Brandstätter, Head of
Digital Information Management in Corporate
Marketing, WAGO Kontakttechnik GmbH
When implementing MDM Systems, generally
the focus is on implementation and migration
tasks. Nevertheless, the discussion and definition of data maintenance processes is fundamental for the successful implementation.
Since subject matter experts and data stewards
are dealing during their daily operational
business with the MDM system, they are the
persons judging if the implementation was
successful. They see if the use is a relief to their
work in comparison with the situation before
the system was implemented.
In this talk we show a best practice approach
in how to define most important data maintenance processes. Major gains are the possibility
to answer four basic questions:
•

•

•
•

How to ensure basic master data
quality during master data maintenance
processes?
How the data should ideally be maintained
in the future?
How the system should support it?
How can be assured that all colleagues
with the same role work with the system in
the same way?

What Books Don’t Tell you About
Data Management
Dana Julinschi, Senior Data Governance Officer,
FMO - Dutch Development Bank
Data management concepts are by now widely
known by data professionals, yet organizations
often fail to make their programs land properly.
What are we missing? What is it that we cannot
find in data theory and studies that could aid
us in successfully achieving our ambition in a
sustainable way? Based on real life and cross industry experience, this session aims to answer
these questions in a hands-on approach that will
provide delegates practical tools to take back
home and apply immediately. Through a mix of
best practices, own success and failure stories,
Dana sheds light on what are the ingredients
for successfully implementing and maturing
your data management practice, whether you
are at the beginning of your journey or already
far along the way.
Delegates will take away:
•

•

•

•

The tangible and intangible components of
a data management program
Cross-industry common challenges and
how to address them, based on real life
examples
Tips for addressing the culture of your
organisation, thus facilitating an easier
adoption
Elements of data strategy, communication
and storytelling

11:25 - 12:10
Data Governance – from PowerPoint
to Practice
Anne Hauberg Aakjer, Head of Data Governance,
BEC
The transformation on a data governance journey is difficult. This session will demonstrate
how data governance in BEC – a Danish, financial full-service IT house – has evolved from
initial level of data governance with a reactive
mindset to a more mature function in high demand with a proactive approach. The session
will cover transparency and democratization
of metadata, data processes and roles. But also
cover lessons learned along the way and inspiring creative ways to impact the organization.
Key takeaways include:
•

•

•

•

•

A way to establish data stewardship on
strategic, tactical and operational level
An operating model integrating data
governance in a scaled agile organisation
Focus on culture, communication and
behavioral design
The value of a common information
structure and understanding in the
organization
Increase step by step maturity in tools,
processes and competences

Data Governance as a ‘Customer’
Service
Claire Laws, DG Adviser, EDF Energy
‘Data Governance as a Service’ - an insightful
journey into implementing Data Governance
using service methodology. It includes personal
experiences using skills that resulted in the
most successful outcomes.
Most if not all Data Governance presentations
will touch on the importance of culture change
- but few tell you how to implement culture
change.
Once you’ve established the requirements for
your Data Governance program and you’ve
realised it’s not ‘one size fits all’, and you’ve designed the framework and you’ve read enough
theory and you realise you know what everyone
else knows about Data Governance - you’re
ready to get out there and do it.
But, you may be surprised to hear, the skills
you need are the same skills needed for service
excellence.

Launching and Embedding Data
Governance and MDM in Waitrose

Siobhan Bowie, Head of Data Governance,
Waitrose & Partners & Ralf Teschner, Global Lead
for Data Governance, Capgemini
In 2017, Waitrose launched an MDM and DG
programme to create a sustainable, flexible
source of high-quality master data. This is meant
to support several strategic transformation
programmes around customer experience, improved food service, and new ways to grow the
business, whilst maintaining business-as-usual
activity. Historically, Waitrose had not valued
data as the core of our business. So how did we
start caring? How did we transform our data
within 18 months?
•

•

•

•

Establishing clear business data
requirements sponsored by the board
Building and running a multi-stream data
transformation programme covering several
critical data domains
Securing the support and active involvement
of more than 40 important business and IT
stakeholders
Choosing the right technology, methodology
and implementation partner

Product Data Vision as Foundation
of State of the Art PIM and Multi
Domain Data Models
Kersten Wirth, Managing Partner, PIM-Consult
GmbH
Are you also aiming at 100% Data Quality? Are
you aware of the actual requirements and metrics to achieve this goal?While the KPI seems to
be clear, most businesses have no understanding of the detailed requirements as well as the
organizational impact and thus fail to deliver.
Technology is a crucial driver for data models
and data quality, which is one of the reasons
for failed projects and missed opportunities.
PIM-Ecosystems and Multi-Domain-Infrastructure require a well-thought data model and a
clear understanding of internal and external
channel requirements.
Insights into real-life projects and concepts
covering:
•

•

•

The PDV - central component of
digitalization strategies
Creation and adoption von PIMDatenmodells
A course of action for efficient data and
quality management

Learning points:
Fail safe skills from ‘attitude’ to
‘understanding’
• Multi-tasking a multitude of skills
• Putting the ME in fraMEwork
Data Governance is about serving up the best
possible data to your organisation. Providing
data that’s needed, when it’s needed, safely
and conveniently.
If you offer Data Governance as a Service,
and you embed that ethos into your business
community, as with any good service provider,
you’ll have customers queuing up for more.
•
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Data Transformation Brick by Brick
Donna Wayman, Head of UK Portfolio, Zurich
Insurance
If data was Lego, Zurich have undertaken a
journey from a jumble of bricks in a box to an
ordered and sorted stack with clear instructions. This session will bring to life the practical
change and transformation techniques utilised
to create a Strategic Data Asset and drive
data transformation one brick at a time. It will
include an exploration of the key pitfalls and
the important of incremental steps in order to
achieve whole scale transformation. The story
will be told with a little bit of Lego and a lot of
experience including:
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•

•

•

How to introduce portfolio management to
enable transformation across multiple areas
of change
Translating data and tech to gain board level
buy in to integrate change
The importance of aligning business change
and data change to achieve the desired
outcome whilst minimising risks

12:10 - 13:30
Networking Lunch, Exhibits &
Lunchtime Sessions

•

•

•

13:30 - 14:15
Data Governance Keynote Panel:
How Data Governance Can Help you
Turn your Data Assets into Tangible
Value
Moderator: Gerard Bartley, Manager Global
Master Data, Jacobs Douwe Egberts
Panellist: Jan Henderyckx, Partner, Bearing Point
& Stijn Christiaens, Co-founder & CTO, Collibra

Data is nowadays one of the most valuable
assets an organisation can own and many
strive to become more data-driven to succeed
in an increasingly competitive environment.
However, becoming data-driven is easier said
than done. Many companies around the world
are struggling to leverage their data assets
to its fullest potential. A major cause of this is
the absence of a data-driven culture within the
organisation as well as the lack of the necessary
technology to support the transformation. The
panel will discuss how data governance plays
a critical role in enabling an organisation to
become data-driven and highlight use cases
illustrating how Data Governance can help to
transform data assets into tangible value.

MDM Keynote: Where’s Wally?
Unearthing & Aligning MDM Efforts
at Farfetch
Yasemin Kural, Head of Data Architecture &
Miguel Jorge Macedo, Data Governance Manager,
Farfetch
Farfetch, as a technology platform that has
grown phenomenally since its inception, relies
on its talented and enthusiastic teams of data
scientists and analysts to fulfil its mission to
be the global technology platform for luxury
fashion.
These teams are expected to respond to changes in the marketplace and their business model
with great speed and agility. This ethos can
breed a “thinking fast” mindset, where individuals may be tempted to solve their data issues
with quick fixes instead of using proper change/
issue management channels or exploring organisation-wide consensus. This in turn leads
to a cottage industry of little analytical models/
dimensions and quick fixes, leading to increased
complexity and disconnects without addressing
the root causes of data issues.
In this presentation, Farfetch share their efforts
and progress to date to align their data engineering, analyst and data science communities
towards a shared business model and data for
their core data domains.

In their fast-paced e-commerce environment,
it can be easy to overlook the importance
of data and analytics governance for
delivering the expected business outcomes
in a sustainable manner. For Farfetch, it is
imperative to reach and prove value to the new
generation of analysts and data scientists for
whom Data Governance, Data Warehousing,
Master Data Management may all seem
solutions of the past or too slow to meet their
needs.
Widespread adoption of Data Quality
initiatives takes time and effort. Farfetch need
to be prepared to cater for different paces of
adoption from different parts of the business.
Farfetch cannot boil the ocean or slow
down the pace of change in their evolving
data models. Instead, they strive to deliver
maximum impact with minimal governance by
focusing on critical data elements and more
stable parts of their business model, extending
the scope gradually to faster changing areas.

Smart MDM Automations via RPA

14:25 - 15:10
10 Years On: Success, Difficulty,
Evolution: The History of Data
Governance in a Government
Organisation
Iain Andrews, Data Integrity and Flood Data
Manager & Nick Keen, Data Governance National
Lead, Environment Agency
The Environment Agency is a public sector
organisation responsible for many aspects of all
our lives – from climate change to drinking water, fisheries to waste disposal and much more.
A large, diverse organisation relies on good
quality and available data to make decisions,
secure investment and serve the public. We’ve
been on our data governance journey for 10
years now and have come a long way. However,
not everyone understands that data is the key,
often hidden asset, for success.
It’s not been easy. We have had, and still have,
challenges but we have learnt a lot. Our session
will show what has worked for us, what hasn’t
and highlight the successes the organisation
has had as a result. Our journey has evolved and
continues to do so but we have more and more
people coming on board and data is increasingly
now on all agendas.
Learning points:
•

•

•

•

•

How you can help your business understand
the importance of data
How staff have a key role to play in
maximising the value of the data and what
they can do
Some hints on successful approaches to
influence your organisation’s leaders (and
some not to use)
Some tangible successes of successful data
governance in a public sector organisation.
Reassurance that you aren’t alone with any
struggles!

The Data Wrestling Match
Ellie Fitzpatrick, Data Governance, PwC & Jocelyn
Sheriff, Data Intelligence Lead, PwC
It’s the world wide data wrestling competition,
and the teams break down as follows:

Key Learnings:
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IT: “we know about data, we’ve been doing
data for years, what do you mean we don’t
have a data strategy”
• Cyber Security: “we know about data and we
need to secure everything, lock it all down
we say”
• The business: “look at all the cool ways we
can use our clients data, GDPR who????”
• The data governance team: “we’re the new
kids on the block, and we’re really up against
it”
How do data governance teams wrestle
effectively with all of these different teams and
perspectives to come up with a coherent and
useful data governance strategy?
Delegates will learn how we’re approaching
this at PwC, some of the pitfalls and things
we’ve learnt along the way.
•

Simeon Denchev, Master Data FTD Controller,
Coca-Cola Hellenic BSO
Coca-Cola Hellenic Bottling Company operates
in a fast-moving environment where almost
all our activities are digitized. We are facing
complex manual activities within the area of
Master Data Management. In the last few years
we have focused on standardization, control,
quality and efficiency. Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is our best partner in achieving all
these vital for the business standards. Through
RPA we are managing to decrease the number
of mistakes created through manual labor. RPA
has enabled us to be more flexible and put our
focus on more valuable topics for the business,
such as: governance, process optimization and
Big Data Advance Analytics (BDAA).
During the presentation I would like to share
the following key learnings:
•

•

•

The Business Case for a Technology
Capability to Transition through
Metadata Management Maturity
Levels
Manrich Kotze, Team Leader: Data Governance,
Capitec Bank
The Data Strategy was signed off and Metadata
Management is at maturity level 1. How do we
transition to a target maturity level of 4?
The business case is key in the case for a technology capability to enable efficient Metadata
Management. The session will include what
the steps are to achieve Executive buy-in and
selecting to appropriate tooling set to fit your
organizational needs, from a technical, way of
work and budgetary point of view. This includes
a summary of quantifying the value of Metadata Management, technology evaluation phases,
scorecards to evaluate, TCO, negotiations,
POCs, implementation, team structures, MVPs,
road maps and optimized roll out of the tool.
•

•
•
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RPA helps building continuous improvement
mindset
Standardization and stability of processes is
pre-requisite to RPA
RPA support expanding the scope of
the processes and volumes based on big
capabilities

Quantification of Metadata Management
value
Efficient evaluation of multiple technologies
Selecting the appropriate tooling set
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•

Roll out of Metadata Management utilizing
technology

Data is the New Oil? Data is Like
Milk...
Kitti Noemi Nemeth, Enterprise Data Manager
Communications and Change Management,
FrieslandCampina
Working at FrieslandCampina, a large diary
production company, I recently had the opportunity to work 10 months in Kuala Lumpur,
managing a transforming team of 7 data stewards as a first time manager. Having few years
experience in leading data management workflow implementation projects, my first thought
was to approach this assignment as a project – a
lean project.

Plenary Keynote Panel - Where Do
We Go From Here? And Conference
Close
Jan Henderyckx, Partner, Bearing Point & Gerard
Bartley, Manager Global Master Data, Jacobs
Douwe Egberts
During the conference, the delegates have
listened to over 60 speakers, heard many case
studies, received practical tips to help them in
their daily lives and hopefully made some great
new contacts. As we leave, we would like to
summarise and discuss some of the important
themes from the conference, asking where
we go from here and get some views from
delegates, in this highly interactive session.
We’ll also be discussing the delegates’ biggest
challenges they currently face (plus how the
conference will help them with those) and what
has struck a chord with them during the week.

There were 3 aspects that needed to be addressed:
How to motivate data stewards and help
them see the value of their work in the endto-end value chain?
• How to transform the view of the internal
customers (who are also the suppliers) on
the importance of MDM?
• How to translate your dedication and
enthusiasm about master data to a 2-minute
pitch to executive leadership?
I will try my best to connect some basic dots to
draw new shapes.
•

15:10 - 15:40
Networking Break & Exhibits

15:40 - 16:25
Plenary Keynote: Shifting to AI
Ready Governance: Practical
Principles and Recipes
Dr. Fran Cardells, Special Advisor, Allianz
Data has proven its solid value as a business asset and its vital role enabling AI. AI brings both
unprecedented opportunities and risks. Given
the increasing negative effects and negative
press, with bots and algorithms operating far
from corporate code of conduct, boards have
made this topic a strategic imperative. Boards
approach the topic from an ethical perspective
such as Responsible AI and AI Ethics, yet far
from operationalization. The aim of this presentation is:
•

•
•

Explaining the agency problem in AI - where
humans in the loop are not controlled
Gaining intuition of the consequences
Reviewing practical approaches drawing
from the speakers professional experience
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